Booster medication to achieve capsule excretion in colon capsule endoscopy

a randomized controlled trial of three regimens
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 Colon capsule endoscopy (CCE) is an emerging method for detection of colorectal pathology. Polyp detection rate and polyp sensitivity have been reported to be comparable to or better than conventional optical colonoscopy (OC) [1–3]. To achieve a complete investigation of the colon and rectum for diagnostic purposes, the bowel must be clean, containing clear fluids and the capsule must reach the anal verge within recording time. An overview of the basic principles in colon capsule endoscopy preparation is shown in Fig.1.

Bowel preparation is often administered as a split dose of 4-L iso-osmotic polyethylene-glycol solution (PEG), but may be poorly tolerated by patients due to bad taste and large volume. One randomized controlled trial found that the effect of a 2-L split-dose PEG was similar to the 4-L split in respect to cleansing quality and capsule excretion [4].

Introduction

Colon capsule endoscopy (CCE) is an emerging method for detection of colorectal pathology. Polyp detection rate and polyp sensitivity have been reported to be comparable to or better than conventional optical colonoscopy (OC) [1–3]. To achieve a complete investigation of the colon and rectum for diagnostic purposes, the bowel must be clean, containing clear fluids and the capsule must reach the anal verge within recording time. An overview of the basic principles in colon capsule endoscopy preparation is shown in Fig.1.
Accordingly, we conducted a trial on 253 individuals undergoing colorectal cancer screening using a low-volume, low-risk regimen of 2-L split-dose PEG for preparation and PEG for boosters as well. The excretion rate was 57% [1] which illustrates the challenge of achieving both adequate preparation and timely propulsion of the capsule without a more powerful booster. The boosters commonly used in published trials are sodium phosphate, magnesium citrate, PEG, iodine oral contrast solution and sulfate-based solutions, with reported adequate cleansing rates from 61% to 95% and excretion rates from 64% to 97% [3–18].

The primary aim of this study was to compare the effect of three CCE booster regimens in achieving capsule excretion in an out-patient setting. Secondary aims were adequate cleansing rate, completion rate (both adequate cleansing and excretion), colon transit time, patient tolerability and compliance.

Patients and methods

The trial was a randomized controlled trial with one-sided investigator blinding, monitored by the regional good clinical practice unit, and reported according to the CONSORT statement [19]. Participants scheduled for follow-up colonoscopy at Odense University Hospital and Hospital of Southwest Jutland between February 1st, 2017 and November 1st, 2017 were screened. Inclusion criteria were follow-up due to previous neoplastic findings or familial history of colorectal cancer and age 18 to 70 years. Exclusion criteria were previous bowel surgery except appendectomy, renal insufficiency, pacemaker, pregnancy, breastfeeding, inflammatory bowel disease or allergies towards active substances administered in the trial. All participants who commenced bowel preparation were included in the analyses as intention to treat.

Participants were randomized in a 1:1:1 ratio to three different booster regimens. Randomization was stratified for the two centers ensuring an equal number of participants in the three study arms at each center. The regional pharmacy at Odense University Hospital prepackaged 60 medication regimens for each group, randomized the sequence and labelled each box with a randomization number. These numbers were consecutively assigned to patients. Investigators performing assessment of outcomes and data analyses were blinded to randomization until data acquisition was finished and the database was locked. Participants and the staff delivering the capsules and boosters were not blinded to randomization due to the different administration and preparation of the booster solutions.

Bowel preparation occurred at home. All participants received a bowel preparation consisting of magnesium tablets, 2-L split-dose PEG solution (Moviprep, Norgine, Denmark) and were kept on a diet of watery fluids. Capsule delivery, unpackaging and instruction of booster medication were done in an outpatient clinic at the two centers. The booster regimens were: Group A: PEG solution (Moviprep, Norgine, Denmark); Group B: Sulfate-based solution (Eziclen, Ipsen limited, United Kingdom); Group C: PEG solution (Moviprep, Norgine, Denmark) and iodine oral contrast solution (Gastrografin, Bayer Group, Germany).

Exact dosage and timing of bowel preparation, capsule ingestion, prokinetic drug and boosters are shown in Fig. 2. Participants were instructed both orally and in writing on how to comply with bowel preparation and booster regimens and could phone a study nurse at any time during preparation and investigation. The capsules (Pillcam Colon 2, Medtronic, United States) were delivered by trained staff (Corporate Health, Odense, Denmark). Participants returned the belt recorder the day after capsule ingestion and completed a questionnaire rating their compliance with (<25%, 25–75% or >75%) and tolerability of (0–100) the booster solutions. Patients completed the questionnaire electronically at the outpatient clinic. The CCE videos were uploaded to a diagnostic center (Corporate Health, Hamburg, Germany) which completed investigation reports using a dedicated software (Rapid Reader 7.0, Medtronic, United States). Reports included time of capsule ingestion, first rectal image time (if available) and image, size and location of all polyp findings. Bowel cleanliness was graded according to the validated Leighton-Rex scale from 1–4 (1: Poor, 2: Fair, 3: Good, 4: Excellent) [20]. Bowel cleansing grade 2 to 4 was regarded as adequate for clinical purposes. An investigation with no images of the colon due to slow transit was regarded as bowel cleansing grade 1. A video with images of the anal verge was regarded as excreted.

Sample size and statistics

The trial was performed as a randomized “pick a winner” intention-to-treat design, given the assumption that the best treatment would have an excretion rate of 90% as reported by Togashi et al. [11], with a margin of at least 15% to the runner-up treatment, and that the worst treatment achieving an excretion rate of 60% as reported by Kobaek-Larsen et al. [1]. Forty-nine participants in each arm would imply a minimum of 90% probability that the treatment with the highest excretion rate in the study is true. Assuming a 10% drop-out rate, the accrual was 56 participants in each arm or a total of 168 participants. The sample size was set at 180 participants, with 60 participants in each arm.
In all statistical analyses patients were analyzed as one group regardless of center of inclusion. Differences in proportions between groups were compared using chi squared test and 95% confidence intervals. Difference in bowel cleansing grade was estimated using Kruskal-Wallis linear regression and Dunn’s multiple comparisons test, with group A as control group. When comparing the three groups, only in case of overall statistically significant difference among groups, we proceeded with testing between two groups as suggested by Fisher to protect the least statistically significant difference in multiple testing.

A P value of 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Ethics and trial registration

The trial was monitored by the regional good clinical practice unit, filed with EudraCT (2016-002237-30, 21.11.2016), approved by The Regional Ethics Committee (S-20160090), and conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration. All participants signed informed written consent. The trial was registered with the Danish Data Protection Agency (16/35979), and data were collected using REDCap 7.0.11 (Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, United States). Authorship was appointed in accordance with ICMJE guidelines.

Results

A total of 1707 patients were screened for eligibility and 517 invitations were sent. We included 180 eligible consecutive patients that responded and fulfilled the criteria. We included 140 (78%) participants at center one, and 40 (22%) participants at center two (flowchart, Fig. 3). Demographics and center-specific randomization for each group are shown in Table 1. Mean age at inclusion was 59 years (range 32–70) and 52% were male. Capsule excretion rate, bowel cleansing grade, complete examination rate and capsule transit time of colon in the three groups are shown in Table 2. Capsule excretion within recording time was achieved in 70% (95% CI: 58–80) in Group A, 73% (95% CI: 61–83) in Group B and in 68% (95% CI: 56–79) in Group C. The highest excretion rate was achieved in Group B, but was not statistically significant different from the excretion rates in Group A and C. Bowel cleansing grade was statistically significant different in Group B, compared to Group A (P = 0.03), but Group C was no different from Group A (P = 0.4). Complete examination rate with both capsule excretion and clinically adequate bowel cleansing was 65% (95% CI: 53–77), 72% (95% CI: 61–83) and 62% (95% CI: 50–74) in Group A, B and C respectively, and the differences were not statistically significant. In those who achieved capsule excretion, mean capsule transit time of colon was 252 minutes, 227 minutes and 206 minutes in Group A, B and C respectively, and not statistically significant different. Polyp detection rate was higher in grade 2 to 4 cleansing (57%–72%) compared to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Booster regimen</th>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Group B</th>
<th>Group C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal 1</strong></td>
<td>0.75 L Moviprep® solution 0.75 L water</td>
<td>0.25 L Eziclen® solution 0.75 L water</td>
<td>0.75 L Moviprep® solution 50 ml Gastrografin® 0.75 L water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal 2</strong></td>
<td>0.25 L Eziclen® solution 0.25 L water</td>
<td>0.25 L Eziclen® solution 0.75 L water</td>
<td>0.25 L Moviprep® solution 25 ml Gastrografin® 0.25 L water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal 3</strong></td>
<td>10 mg rectal Bisacodyl 1 hour after signal 3: no dietary restrictions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
grade 1 (41%) but without statistically significant difference (Table 3). Mean number of polyps found was statistically significant higher in grades 2 to 4 (1.61–2.06) compared to grade 1 (0.47). Overall tolerability was a statistically significant different in Group A compared to Group C (P = 0.02). Patient-reported compliance with the booster procedure was good (>75%) in 82% (95% CI: 72–91), 78% (95% CI: 68–89) and 82% (95% CI: 72–91) in Group A, B and C, respectively, with no statistically significant difference among groups.

Adverse events

No adverse events (AEs) with the video capsule were seen. A total of 9 participants experienced AEs during the study. Six patients experienced severe vomiting during the preparation with PEG and decided not to continue with the protocol. One patient experienced mild stomach pain and hunger sensation during the preparation with PEG, leading to food intake and termination of the protocol. One participant had a self-limiting rash after ingestion of the booster medication in Group C, but completed the protocol. One participant had sudden onset of vaginal bleeding after ingestion of the booster medication in Group B, leading to admission and observation in the gynecologic department and termination of the protocol.

Discussion

There were no statistically significant differences in excretion rates and completion rates among the three groups in this trial. Group B had a better bowel cleansing grade compared to Group A, and the Group C booster medication was less well tolerated compared to Group A. Given the results with capsule excretion, bowel preparation and patient tolerability, we find that the sulfate-based saline solution booster in Group B performed well. In all three groups, the completion rate was still suboptimal and not comparable to colonoscopy or other published results on colon capsule endoscopy using similar boosters [3, 8, 9, 11]. These trials, however, are limited by either small sample sizes (Nastou D et al., Togashi K et al. and Spada C et al.) or lack of intention to treat design with a large number of post hoc exclusions (Rex DK et al.) A reason for the suboptimal outcome might be that the bowel preparation of 2-L split-dose PEG solution is not as good as 4-L split-dose PEG solution, as reported in a randomized trial [4], leading to poor performance of all three boosters. Another explanation could be the outpatient design of the current study leading to poor patient compliance. This is somewhat contradicted by the self-reported compliance in this study. Estimation of bowel cleansing quality remains a very subjective matter. Although the scale used here has been
validated with good inter-observer variability, it has not been thoroughly investigated as to how it translates into clinical practice. Our results suggest that grade 2 (fair) has comparable polyp findings to the better grades. Bowel cleansing grade should probably be seen in conjunction with the indication for CCE before judging whether it is clinically adequate or not. In theory, numerous conditions and medications can affect gastrointestinal motility and CCE performance, but no such research identifying these factors exists for CCE. The randomized design was chosen to overcome these issues but unidentified confounding factors could be unaccounted for in this study.

Conclusion

Further studies are needed comparing the efficiency and tolerability of both bowel preparation and booster medication in colon capsule endoscopy in randomized, intention-to-treat designs.
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